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The reason for having selected this book for review is because the reviewer
is writing her doctoral dissertation on Judicial Cooperation with Russia. At
the very beginning of my research, it became clear to me that Professor
+=NUODAR=EOKJAKBPDAGAUCQNAOEJ0QOOE=EJPDA=NA=KBFQ@E?E=H?KKLeration in civil matters.
2DANOPIAJPEKJKB,=P=HEE='R=JKRJ=+=NUODAR=BKQJ@>UPDEONAÎ
Nataliia Ivanovna Marysheva found by this reviewer dates from 1961: an article (co-authored with Professor Mark Boguslavskii) entitled “Pravovoe sotrudnichestvo sotsialisticheskikh gosudartsv”.1
JKPDANSKNGKB+=NUODAR=PKSDE?DNABANAJ?AEOBNAMQAJPHUI=@AEODAN
1970 monograph Rassmotrenie sudami grazhdanskikh del s uchastiem inostrantsev.
2DA?AJPN=HSKNGKB1KREAPPEIAOEJPDAAH@KBLNER=PAEJPANJ=PEKJ=HH=SÐ
=J@ EJL=NPE?QH=N KBEJPANJ=PEKJ=H?EREHLNK?A@QNAOÐEO.NKBAOOKN*QJPO¥
Kurs Mezhdunarodnogo chastnogo prava v trekh tomakh (1959-1966). In 1976,
+=NUODAR=ÐPKCAPDANSEPD*QJPOÐNAREOA@PDA2DEN@.=NPMezhdunarodnyi
Grazhdanskii protsess. In addition, she has co-authored several textbooks
on private international law.2
As we can see, there are many closely related branches in the structure
of international cooperation: (public) international law, private international law, international procedural law, etc. I feel safe to say that the sector
that Marysheva knows best is ‘international judicial assistance’ (mezhdunarodnaia pravovaia pomoshch’). In Russian doctrine, one can observe here
=JEJPANAOPEJC@E?DKPKIUEJPANJ=PEKJ=HLNK?A@QN=HH=SEO?H=OOEA@QJ@AN
private international law as a branch of legal science (otrasl’ pravovedeniia);3
however, under procedural law, it is a branch of law (otrasl’ prava).4 Judicial
assistance, in its turn, forms a part of international procedural law.
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The point is that Marysheva is the only scholar who systematically
D=O KRAN@A?=@AO @A=HPSEPDMQAOPEKJO?KJ?ANJEJCFQ@E?E=H=OOEOP=J?A -JA
of her latest articles, which is particularly worth mentioning, is “Prisoedinenie Rossii k Gaagskim konventsiiam 1965 i 1970 godov po voprosam
grazhdanskogo protsessa”,5 in which she analyzes the accession of Russia
to The Hague Service (1965) and Evidence (1970) Conventions.6 Marysheva
has also been active in editing a variety of compilations of essays, such as
Problemy mezhdunarodnogo chastnogo prava in 2000, where her own article
is devoted to forms of legal assistance.7
!KJOAMQAJPHU +=NUODAR=EOKJAKBPDKOAN=NA0QOOE=JO?DKH=NOSDK
have also analyzed and elaborated the concept of legal assistance from a
theoretical point of view. Marysheva further believes that there are suf?EAJPCNKQJ@OPK?KJOE@ANHAC=H=OOEOP=J?A=O=@EOPEJ?P¢?KILHATHAC=H
institution” with its own subjects, relations and principles.8 On the other
hand, Marysheva’s style is to constantly link her interpretations with
examples from practice.
However, let us now consider in more detail the monograph under
assessment here. The title of her work can be translated into English as:
“Family Relations with the Participation of Foreigners: Legal Regulation
in Russia”. It is divided into three main sections:
(1)
ÓÔ
(3)

General Provisions;
2DA *=S2K ALLHEA@ EJ "EɳANAJP $KNIO KB $=IEHU 0AH=PEKJO
with Participation of Foreigners; and
The Examination in Courts of Family Matters with Participation
of Foreign Persons.

2DANOPOA?PEKJ is a typical one, dealing with the concept of international
B=IEHUNAH=PEKJO OKQN?AOKB?KJ®E?PJKNIOEJB=IEHUH=S ?KJ®E?PJKNIO 
AɳA?POKB?KJ®E?PJKNIO K>P=EJEJCEJBKNI=PEKJKJBKNAECJH=S=J@PDAHAC=H
position of foreigners participating in international family relations.
A primary reason for publishing such a monograph, undoubtedly,
EOPD=P@QNEJCPDAH=OP@A?=@AÐ=O=NAOQHPKBPDAEJ?NA=OEJCJQI>ANKB
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